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Kiwis treasure this part of the world, where white sand beaches coexist with ancient mountains and forests.
Take a long, hot soak on a private hot water beach. Enjoy the locals’ favourite shopping and eating spots at 
Mount Maunganui. Or meet the local marine life in sparkling bays by day and discover glow worms after dark 
by kayak.

MOUTOHORA ISLAND
Experience the wildlife sanctuary Moutohora by boat or by  
kayak with a fully guided tour, then dig your own hot water  
spa on the shores of this protected Island. 

MATAATUA MARAE
Discover the extraordinary story of the house that has travelled 
through time. Mataatua provides an opportunity for intimate 
engagement with the people of Ngāti Awa.

EXPERIENCE COMVITA
Comvita is globally known for its powerful manuka honey.  
Join a guided tour and discover the world of the honeybee  
and the wonder of nature’s intelligence. 

BAY EXPLORER
Known as the “Best Day Ever” enjoy a marine wildlife tour 
onboard the Bay Explorer. Explore the outer islands and  
coves with kayaks, stand up paddle boards and swimming. 

WAIMARINO KAYAK TOURS
Let guides lead you onto the calm Lake McLaren at dusk, 
gently paddle into the evening and discover the magic of the 
enchanting glow worm canyon. 

NATIVCONNECTIONS
Make visitors feel right at home with a personal cultural 
experience. Learn how to prepare an authentic earth-cooked Māori 
hāngī, then feast together at the homestead. The experience also 
includes the Awa Korero River Walk.

KIWIFRUIT COUNTRY 
A quintessential working kiwifruit orchard experience. Take a tour 
to learn all about the kiwifruit growing process, finishing up with a 
tasting.

BREW BUS
Join a fully guided tour and sample some of New Zealand’s finest 
craft beers. Meet the locals behind the scenes who make this a 
fascinating experience that won’t be forgotten.

For more information on the Bay of Plenty visit traveltrade.newzealand.com
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